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2020 UPPSC BEO-2 CHAPTER-WISE SOLVED PAPERS
This book is a collection of questions of previous years' question papers of UPPCS presented topic-wise. It has been divided into
two sections: a and B. Section A: covers General Studies Paper I questions for the years 2003 to 2019 with answer key. Questions
have been broadly divided into the following topics: General Science & technology, Indian history, National Movement, Indian
Polity, Indian Economy, Agriculture & trade commerce, population, environment & urbanization, Geography of India & world,
National & international events, sports & Awards, Uttar Pradesh special, Miscellaneous. Section B: contains General Studies
Paper II questions, with answer key. Questions have been divided into the following topics: comprehension, decision making and
Problem solving, data Interpretation, General Mental Ability, Reasoning and basic numeracy. Features: topic-wise arranged
previous years' solved papers Paper I solved papers- 2003-19, Paper II solved papers- 2012-19.
Purvavlokan State Based Question
Previous Years solved Papers is not hard at all but easy to score well if you follow a simple method of structuring your answers.
That smart structuring is the core of our Solved paper book as each solution is superbly explained by our CBSE expert. This will
give you enough practice to crack any question in the exam. This book covers the following: CBSE 2019 Solved By 2019 CBSE
Topper CBSE 2018 Topper Solution CBSE 2017 Topper Solution Right from essays/letters marks breakdown to following strict
CBSE blueprint and Exam syllabus for February 2020 Exam, this book is superbly written. It starts with never-before focus points
that dissect the whole 2020 paper and explains how to structure and answer each question of the 2020 All Subjects (Mathematics,
Science, Social Science, English, Hindi A & Hindi B Exam efficiently. Extra value items added in this book: Utilising 15 minute
reading time just before the exam (by CBSE topper) Focus points at the beginning (6 pages) Structuring your Maths Exam 3 hours
smartly (by CBSE Markers) 2020 marking scheme points (value points) underlined in all papers (CBSE markers look for these key
points to allot full marks) Self-assessments are included to help you practice without the temptation of checking the answers at the
back and thus strain your memory further to get to the answer. This book provides the right recipe to practice for the English 2020
board exam. Take our word for it :) And of course we are here should you have any issue during your preparation. We hope you
give this book a buy and crack the All Subjects exam with ease. Best of luck students!
Practising solved paper is important for all serious aspirants preparing for UPPCS examination. This book will be your ideal
companion in polishing your preparation. This book is a collection of question of previous years' questions of UPPCS presented
topic-wise. It has been divided into two-sections - A and B. Section A covers General Studies Paper-I questions for the years 2003
to 20 with answer key. Section B contains General Studies Paper- II questions from 2012 to 20, with answer keys. Explanations
wherever required have been provided. ? Features: Topic-wise solved papers of General Studies Paper- I of year 2003 to 2020
Topic-wise solved papers of General Studies Paper- II of year 2012 to 2020
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1. The book provides Chapterwise Solved Question of previous 26 Years’ 2. It indicates the nature and trends of the
questions that are being asked in UPSC examinations 3. The whole syllabus of the book is divided into 5 main parts 4. It
contains Solved Papers [2020-2017] for IAS (PRE) General Studies PAPER – 1 5. This book uses simple language for
better understanding Introducing the all new revised edition of “IAS (PRE) General Studies Paper – 1” This book
facilitates by giving the deep coverage on all the topics of the syllabus at one place with the conceptual clarity to fulfill the
need and demands of the aspirants under different sections. The special exam-oriented structure has been given
according to the UPSC syllabus, discussion of the theoretical concepts with the contemporary examples are given.
Ample numbers of Questions are provided in a Chapterwise form and Solved Papers 2020-17 that help in rising up level
of preparation. Well detailed solutions are given for each question easing aspirants to understand the concepts. This
book acts as a great help in achieving success for the upcoming exam. TOC: IAS GENERAL STUDIES PAPER 1
SOLVED PAPER 2020, IAS GENERAL STUDIES PAPER 1 SOLVED PAPER 2019, IAS GENERAL STUDIES PAPER 1
SOLVED PAPER 2018, IAS GENERAL STUDIES PAPER 1 SOLVED PAPER 2017, HISTORY OF INDIA AND INDIAN
NATIONAL MOVEMENT, INDIAN AND WORLD GEOGRAPHY, INDIAN POLITY AND GOVERNANCE, INDIAN
ECONOMY, GENERAL SCIENCE AND SCIENCE & TECHNOLGY, GENERAL KNOWLEGE
This book presents a complete and accessible description of the history of early India. It starts by discussing the origins
and growth of civilizations, empires, and religions. It also deals with the geographical, ecological, and linguistic
backgrounds, and looks at specific cultures of the Neolithic, Chalcolithic, and Vedic periods, as well as at the Harappan
civilization. In addition, the rise of Jainism and Buddhism, Magadha and the beginning of territorial states, and the period
of Mauryas, Central Asian countries, Satvahanas, Guptas, and Harshavardhana are also analysed. Next, it stresses
varna system, urbanization, commerce and trade, developments in science and philosophy, and cultural legacy. Finally,
the process of transition from ancient to medieval India and the origin of the Aryan culture has also been examined.
Competition Science Vision (monthly magazine) is published by Pratiyogita Darpan Group in India and is one of the best
Science monthly magazines available for medical entrance examination students in India. Well-qualified professionals of
Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany make contributions to this magazine and craft it with focus on providing
complete and to-the-point study material for aspiring candidates. The magazine covers General Knowledge, Science and
Technology news, Interviews of toppers of examinations, study material of Physics, Chemistry, Zoology and Botany with
model papers, reasoning test questions, facts, quiz contest, general awareness and mental ability test in every monthly
issue.
Pratiyogita Darpan (monthly magazine) is India's largest read General Knowledge and Current Affairs Magazine.
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Pratiyogita Darpan (English monthly magazine) is known for quality content on General Knowledge and Current Affairs.
Topics ranging from national and international news/ issues, personality development, interviews of examination toppers,
articles/ write-up on topics like career, economy, history, public administration, geography, polity, social, environment,
scientific, legal etc, solved papers of various examinations, Essay and debate contest, Quiz and knowledge testing
features are covered every month in this magazine.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER - Being a Lazy Genius isn't about doing more or doing less. It's about doing what
matters to you. "I could not be more excited about this book."--Jenna Fischer, actor and cohost of the Office Ladies
podcast The chorus of "shoulds" is loud. You should enjoy the moment, dream big, have it all, get up before the sun,
track your water consumption, go on date nights, and be the best. Or maybe you should ignore what people think, live on
dry shampoo, be a negligent PTA mom, have a dirty house, and claim your hot mess like a badge of honor. It's so easy
to feel overwhelmed by the mixed messages of what it means to live well. Kendra Adachi, the creator of the Lazy Genius
movement, invites you to live well by your own definition and equips you to be a genius about what matters and lazy
about what doesn't. Everything from your morning routine to napping without guilt falls into place with Kendra's thirteen
Lazy Genius principles, including: - Decide once - Start small - Ask the Magic Question - Go in the right order - Schedule
rest Discover a better way to approach your relationships, work, and piles of mail. Be who you are without the
complication of everyone else's "shoulds." Do what matters, skip the rest, and be a person again.
Based on the prescribed UPSC syllabus, Ethics, Integrity and Aptitude, authored by two serving Indian Information
Services(IIS), officers gives a holistic perspective of the various ethical theories, values and dilemmas that confront
administrators and managers in the course of their professional carrers. Conceived and developed on a strong theoretical
base, the book has plenty of case studies based on practical experience and research from various government sources.
The educational background of the authors in subjects like Public Administration, Sociology and Philosophy and their
practical experience in government has been put to effective use.
Developed by experienced professionals from reputed civil services coaching institutes and recommended by many
aspirants of Civil Services Preliminary exam, General Studies Paper - I contains Precise and Thorough Knowledge of
Concepts and Theories essential to go through the prestigious exam. Solved Examples are given to explain all the
concepts for thorough learning. Explanatory Notes have been provided in every chapter for better understanding of the
problems asked in the exam. #v&spublishers
Solved paper practice is important for all serious aspirants preparing for UPPCS examination. With previous year
question paper practice, students will be able to get a better idea of exam paper pattern and prepare likewise. ?UPPCS
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2019: Previous Years' Topic-Wise Solved Papers? by GK Publications will be your ideal companion in polishing your
preparation. This book is a collection of questions of previous years? question papers of UPPCS presented topic-wise. It
has been divided into three sections: A, B and C. Section A covers General Studies Paper I questions for the years 2003
to 2018 with answer key. Section B contains General Studies Paper II questions, with answer key. Section C comprises 3
Model Papers (Two on General Studies Paper I and one on General Studies Paper II) for revision and thorough practice.
The book will be an indispensable tool for last minute preparation of aspirants. Features: Solved papers of 2003 to 2018
3 Model papers based on latest syllabus.
1. FACE 2 FACE MAT is a complete collection of 24 years’ Solved Papers 2. The book is divided into 5 section 3.
Solved Papers are provided for the practice of the question 4. We detailed answers are given for every question for better
understanding Here comes “FACE 2 FACE MAT 24 years’ Solved Paper (2020 – 1997)” prepared under the close
guidance of experts by keeping in mind to meet all the needs of students preparing for this exam and to gain entry into
top business schools. Following the methodical approach this book gives comprehensive treatment to all the 5 sections
as prescribed by the board. Ample numbers of solved questions (2020-1997) are mentioned in this book giving clear
guidance on how to attempt the various types of questions with tips and tricks. Solved Papers are given to get acquainted
with the paper pattern and question types. Adopting the unique style of teaching this book helps students to not only
learn about the concepts but also managing time in during exam. Based on the latest syllabus and providing such a huge
amount of solved papers, this book is a perfect study manual assuring success at your upcoming examination. TABLE
OF CONTENT MAT SOLVED PAPER (Sept 2020), MAT SOLVE PAPER (May 2019), MAT SOLVED PAPER (May
2018), SECTION I: (Language & Comprehension), SECTION II: Intelligence & Critical Thinking, SECTION III:
Mathematical Skills, SECTION IV: Data Analysis & Sufficiency, SECTION V: Indian & Global Environment.
Purvavlokan Indian History Part-2
UPPSC 2020 BEO VOL- PRELIMS CHAPTER-WISE SOLVED PAPERS
Right from its first issue, Indian and World Geography has shown a steady increase in its popularity and readership in
India as well as in adjacent countries. Geography as a subject continues to have significant importance in the Civil
Services Preliminary as well as the Mains examinations. The second and now the third edition of this book have been
revised and updated in the light of the course structure and pattern introduced in 2011. The book is widely used also by
aspirants of the State Services Competitive Exams as well as by those appearing for UGC’s NET. The Ebook of Indian
and World Geography 4e is designed to be a useful resource for the UPSC and State PSC aspirants. Made into a four
color Epub version of the 4th Edition of the book, this book also offers interactive images that help quicker and accurate
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visualization on maps and diagrams. Now click on the legends to highlight a certain marking on the maps and diagrams
so that reading them becomes easy. This ebook can be accessed anywhere anytime in the student’s mobile phone, tab
or other portable devices whether Android or Windows. Unable to devote enough time at home or in the library and want
to be able to study on the go? This ebook is the perfect solution available to you 24*7 in your pockets.
Solved Paper practice is important for all serious aspirants preparing for UPPCS examination. With previous year
question Paper practice, Students will be able to get a better idea of exam paper pattern and prepare likewise. ?Uppcs
2019: Previous years' Topic-wise Solved Papers? by GK publications will be your ideal companion in polishing your
preparation. This book is a collection of questions of previous years? question papers of UPPCS presented topic-wise.
There are two sections viz. Paper ? I and Paper ? II. Section ? a covers General Science and technology, Indian history,
National Movement, Indian Polity, Indian Economy, population, environment and urbanization, Geography of India and
world, Uttar Pradesh special, current Affairs and Miscellaneous General Knowledge. Section B contains General Studies
Paper II questions from 2012-18, with answer key. The book will be an indispensable tool for last minute preparation of
aspirants. Features: topic wise Solved Papers GS Paper I ( 2003-2018) topic wise Solved Papers GS Paper II (
2012-2018).
2020 UPPSC PRELIMS CHAPTER-WISE SOLVED PAPERS
(E-Book) UPSC MAINS PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION SOLVED PAPERS (2015-2019) PDF Contents: PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION 2019 Solved PAPER-1 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2019 Solved PAPER-2 PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION 2018 Solved PAPER-1 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2018 Solved PAPER-2 PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION 2017 Solved PAPER-1 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2017 Solved PAPER-2 PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION 2016 Solved PAPER-1 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2016 Solved PAPER-2 PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION 2015 Solved PAPER-1 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2015 Solved PAPER-2 PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION 2014 Solved PAPER-1 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2014 Solved PAPER-2 PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION 2013 Solved PAPER-1 PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION 2013 Solved PAPER-2 STRATEGY FOR
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION Suggested Reading Books for Public Administration Detailed Syllabus of Public
Administration
Uttar Pradesh being the most populous state of this country which is now developing at the higher rate in the field of
education, infrastructure, economics etc. and creating many job opportunities there. Thus, helping people through
employment as a result it is raising their living standards. Cities like Prayaag (Allahabad) and Kashi (Banaras) are also
being modified by the government therefore, promoting tourism in the state. This state is the largest producer of food
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grains among all states in India and accounted for about 17.83 per cent share in the country’s total food grain. General
Knowledge of Uttar Pradesh is essential for various competitive examinations and especially for the students who are
appearing for Uttar Pradesh Public Service commission (UPPSC) and other state level examinations The current edition
of ‘Know Your State – Uttar Pradesh’ gives the detailed study of History, Geography, Economy, Polity, Art & Culture,
Center and State government welfare schemes and Current Affairs of Uttar Pradesh. A systematic Chapter wise study
will mark improvement in the performance of the students, moreover Tables, boxes and figures gives better
representation for memorizing the main points. More than 1100 MCQs have been provided at the end of each chapter
that helps in understanding and preparing the subject at the exam point-of-view level. This book comes a quick, relevant
and easy route for achieving in the examination. TABLE OF CONTENT Uttar Pradesh: Basic Information, Ancient History
of Uttar Pradesh, Medieval History of Uttar Pradesh, Modern History of Uttar Pradesh, Geographical Features of Uttar
Pradesh, Climate Soil of Uttar Pradesh, Rivers and Drainage System of Uttar Pradesh, Agriculture of Uttar Pradesh,
Irrigation of Uttar Pradesh, Animal Husbandry in Uttar Pradesh, Natural Vegetation of Uttar Pradesh, National Park and
Wildlife Sanctuaries of Uttar Pradesh, Energy Resources in Uttar Pradesh, Mineral Resources of Uttar Pradesh,
Transport System in Uttar Pradesh, Formation and Administrative Structure of Uttar Pradesh, Local Self Government in
Uttar Pradesh, District of Uttar Pradesh, Historical and Tourist Places of Uttar Pradesh, Religious and Other Tourist
Places of Uttar Pradesh, Language and Literature of Uttar Pradesh, Art and Craft of Uttar Pradesh, Fairs and Festivals of
Uttar Pradesh, Education and Health in Uttar Pradesh, Sports in Uttar Pradesh, Castes and Tribes of the Uttar Pradesh,
Demographic Profile of Uttar Pradesh, Social Welfare Schemes, Current Affairs.
2021-22 UPPCS General Studies & C-SAT Previous Solved Papers
An Ideal Book for UPPSC 2020: Previous Years' Topic-Wise Solved Papers: Paper I 2003-19 (Include Paper II: Solved
Paper 2012-19) 2e
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